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Learning Intentions

• We will explore the possibilities of using ten frames to develop our 
students’ number sense.

• We will investigate the power of ten frames to build computational 
fluency.

• We will understand the ‘power of ten frames’.



“Children who have not yet learned that numbers are composed of tens 
and ones think of numerals that are used to write particular numbers as 
the way you ‘spell’ them.  
From the child’s point of view, it just happens that we need a 1 and a 5 to 
write fifteen and a 1 and a 2 to write twelve.  
It is not obvious to young children that the numerals describe the 
underlying structure of the number.”

Kathy Richardson



“Number sense is a person's general understanding of number and 
operations along with the ability to use this understanding in flexible 
ways to make mathematical judgements and to develop useful 
strategies for solving complex problems.”

Burton, 1993; Reys, 1991



“Students with a strong number sense can think and reason 

flexibility with numbers, use numbers to solve problems, spot 

unreasonable answers, understand how numbers can be taken 

apart and put together in different ways, see connections among 

operations, figure mentally, and make reasonable estimates.”

Marilyn Burns



• Visual tools can be concrete, pictorial or virtual.

• Visual tools such as concrete materials…

• dot cards
• five and ten frames
• hundreds grids
• number lines

…can lead to students being able to visualize these tools and scaffold 

their thinking towards mental mathematics and abstraction.

What are Visual Tools?



• Students need a strong foundation with concrete and pictorial 
experiences and representations before moving to more abstract 
mathematics.

• Create various learning opportunities for students to think about 
number in different ways and representations.

• Nurturing both flexibility and fluency in working with numbers.

• Students need strong number sense (flexibility and fluency) in order to 
have computational fluency.

Why Use Visual Tools?



“The brain is a superb pattern seeker, and we want to take 
advantage of this capability by getting students to form mental 
images of number patterns. 

If students just use manipulatives, they are more likely to rely on 
counting by ones rather than on mental imagery.”

(Kline, 1998)



Part Part 

Whole 

Computational Fluency

Addition and Subtraction



“ To conceptualize a number as being made up of two or 
more parts is the most important relationship that can be 
developed about numbers. 
For example, 7 can be thought of as a set of 3 and a set of 4 
or a set of 2 and a set of 5.”

John Van de Walle, 2014



Numerically Powerful Students can...

• Develop meaning from numbers

• Look for relationships

• Understand and correctly use computational

strategies

• Make sense of numerical situations



• 5 and 10 frames become an “anchor”

• Provides a visual tool

• Develops part whole thinking

• Builds understanding of the concept of ten being a unit



• Begin with 5 frames then move to 10   frames

• Build quantities

• Compare quantities

• Establish five or ten as a unit (benchmark)

• Develop understanding of part-part-whole model

• Develop understanding of addition and subtraction

• Develop an understanding of place value



Kinds of Frames





What numbers can you build on a ten frame?





5

7

5 is 2 less than 7

7 is 2 more than 5



What can you find out about numbers?



Rules:

1. Each player chooses a  
colour of counters.

2. Players take turns finding
2 sets of dots that total 10.

3. When all the spaces are
covered…the one with the
longest line wins.



Shrink and Grow





Teen Tent Cards





8 + 9 = 17



17 – 9 = 8



17 – 9 = 8



“Understanding that numbers are composed of tens and 
ones is an important foundation concept, setting the 
stage for work with larger numbers.  A strong sense of 
‘ten’ is a perquisite for place value understanding and 
mental calculations.” 

Kathy Richardson



An understanding of how a number 
can be decomposed facilitates flexible 
thinking for computational strategies.

“Perhaps the most important strategy for 
students to know is the Make 10 strategy, 
or combinations that make ten.

… can be solved by using  the Up Over 
Ten strategy.  That makes this the most 
useful strategy…” 

John Van deWalle









46 + 38 = 84









Complements to 100    
90/10 rule

• Roll double dice.
• Inside number is the ones (6) and 

outside number in  the tens (3).
• Number is 36.

30 + __ = 90
6 + __ = 10

30 + 60 = 90
6 + 4 = 10

36 + 64 = 100





46 + 38 = 84



84 – 46 = 38

Using your mini ten frames and bingo chips …

Solve these problems –

24 + 57 =      81 – 57 =

65 + 19 = 84 – 19=

Share the strategies you used to solve the problems.



Quick Images

• Quick Flash – What do you see? How do you see it?

• Flash and Build

• I Wish I Had … 

• Make a Ten

• How Many?





Authentic Practice

• Match the Counters

• Build the Number

• Shrink and Grow

• Trains

• Match the Target

• Go Fish

• Add a 10

• The Other Part of… 10 (20) (100)



Number Talks

• Conversations with the whole class

• About 5 - 15 minutes in length

• Intended to help develop conceptual understanding and 
efficiency with number



• Graphing

• Sorting

Practical Applications  



There were 10 in the bed and the little 
one said “Roll over, roll over.” So they all 
rolled over and one fell out.

10 – 1 = 9







Exploring Number Sense



10 Pin Bowling















One Step at a Time


